As companies, too, these digital giants participate
directly in “the Global Partnership for Sustainable
Development” (Goal 17). Facebook has a new initiative
called, accordingly, Project17, focused first on gender
equality (Goal 5).31 Google is a partner on several
SDG initiatives,32 and Microsoft is leading by example,
committing to be carbon negative by 2030 (Goal 13).33
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When Google was founded in 1998, 3 percent of the
world’s population was online. Fourteen percent was
online by 2004, when Facebook was founded. 23 While
it takes many organizations to create a thriving digital
ecosystem, these two companies, along with a few
other peers from China and the US, 24 are central to the
internet experience of the growing ranks of first‑time
and mobile-only users around the world. In 2021, as
the world has notched 50 percent online and its fourth
billionth user, 25 it is important to understand the unique
roles the digital giants play in building inclusive digital
economies and achieving the Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs).
The digital giants are not just ‘platforms.’ They are
also what some call ‘super platforms,’26 constellations
of interconnected products and services, leveraging
deep pockets, talent, operating systems, hardware,
infrastructure, platforms, data and AI to offer a
multitude of mutually reinforcing products and services
to billions of users, many of whom consume them
‘for free’ (without payment, instead in exchange for
advertisements, data, and attention).
The sheer size of these digital businesses, and the scope
of the services they offer, makes it both difficult and
important to think carefully about them. As they have
come to mediate so many elements of the economic
and social spheres, their services support many of
the SDGs. For example, satellite imaging can improve
sustainable agriculture (Goal 2). 27 Mobile-based personal
wellness monitoring28 and disease surveillance29 can
help ensure well-being (Goal 3), and ‘Smart cities’ may
soon help make human settlements more inclusive,
safe, resilient and sustainable30 (Goal 11).
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Against this rather complex backdrop of activities, this
article focuses on three SDGs to highlight reasons for
considerable optimism, as well as measured concern,
for the ways in which these digital giants may support
inclusive digital economies.

Deploying Infrastructure
Several of these giants are central to the infrastructure
and innovation systems underpinning Goal 9,
especially relevant to Target 9.c: universal and
affordable access to the internet. Specific technologies
include everything from undersea cables to urban rings
to new low-Earth orbit satellite solutions to promote
more universal access. These companies continue to
advance the boundaries of affordability and access. 34
A similar logic underpins their role in financial
services—the giants have a role to play in addressing
the ‘unbanked’ just as they do with the ‘unconnected’.
Facebook’s efforts to offer a global cryptocurrency
may have stalled, but its WhatsApp payment
functionality is live in India and Brazil. Alibaba’s Alipay,
too, is supporting a revolution in payments. The march
towards increased accessibility and affordability of
digital tools and the internet itself continues, led in no
small part by the digital giants.

Making Inclusive Markets
Goal 8 is to promote sustained, inclusive and sustainable
economic growth, full and productive employment
and decent work for all. Here, there is promise in
new ‘platform livelihoods.’35 Some giants (and many
smaller platforms) are revolutionizing e-commerce,
allowing microenterprises to sell goods online, either
via formal marketplaces or informally via messaging
and social media, in a widespread practice known as
social commerce. A similar dynamic plays out in labour
markets, where people find ‘gig work’ in freelancing,
ride-hailing, delivery, and all manner of local services.
An inclusive digital economies agenda here would seek
to ensure that these marketplaces not only increase
consumer choice and lower prices, but also provide
market access and reliable incomes to small enterprises,

and secure, dignified working conditions for individuals.
To be clear, this balance is a work in progress, and
a combination of carrots (partnerships) and sticks
(regulations) will be necessary to make sure these
markets are fair and not exploitative.36

Upskilling a Generation
Goal 4 focuses on equitable access and lifelong
learning. Platforms, including the giants, are developing
upskilling programs for gig workers and small-scale
sellers and creating training materials like Grow with
Google and Facebook for Business that teach valuable
business skills to entrepreneurs.37 Meanwhile, in
K-12 learning, advancements in e-learning continue,
accelerated by COVID-19 and the demand for remote
instruction. Google’s YouTube platform hosts a
vast array of third-party content. Khan Academy on
YouTube is just one great example here: clear, concise
instruction in mathematics, available ‘for free’ in English,
Portuguese, Hindi, Spanish and Gujarati.

Remaining Challenges
Two caveats are in order. First, this article is too
brief to explore all the permutations of digital giants’
engagement with the SDGs. Second, it is critical to
simultaneously acknowledge some ways in which
the current digital ecosystem actually works against
the SDGs—for example, in hosting and spreading
disinformation,38 in underestimating the risks of AI
bias39 and in allowing skewed competition,40 there are
substantive critiques of the digital giants which cannot
be ignored by the digital development community.

to the first billion, etc. Given the lack of purchasing
power among the world’s most poor, vulnerable
digital businesses, large and small, will struggle to find
business rationales to directly and profitably serve the
last billion.41 Even the gig workers and microenterprises
finding new digital livelihoods are not (yet) members of
the last billion—they are still mostly urban, and mostly
young. Of course, the digital giants have the advantage
of scale, and may be better positioned to offer digital
connectivity and services ‘for free’ to the poor, but this
is not the same as offering services tailored to or for
the poor.
Thus, continued innovation by the digital giants that
extends transactional business models and lowers the
cost of acquiring and serving customers is required
to include and serve the last billion. Innovations
like Reliance Jio (nearly free internet) and MPESA
(sachet‑based financial services) are promising and
important exceptions to tech’s focus on middle‑and
high-income users. But there remains a risk of
technologies continuing to exacerbate separation
between those who are able to take advantage of these
technologies and those who are not, and, in the case
of the current digital giants, those who are valuable to
advertise to and those who are not. In the longer run,
a failure to make technologies work for everyone, even
outside the market incentives to do so, may end up
leaving a subset of our world on the outside looking
in, and perhaps even poorer for it. It is precisely the job
of the digital development community to be aware of
this tension and the persistence of a digital divide, and
not to put all its faith and eggs in the (market) basket
of the business logics of the giants, while working
productively with them to build a better and more
inclusive digital economy for everyone.

Yet the examples above illustrate how the world’s largest
digital companies are playing an important, albeit
complex, role in the world’s advancement towards an
inclusive digital economy.
To frame a closing challenge, though, note the absence
of Goal 1—ending poverty in “all its forms, everywhere”—
from this list. The digital giants were built to advertise
to the first billion, to bring groceries or airport rides
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